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Research and Web 2.0: Focus on Blogs
Quick Poll Everywhere Survey
1. Join Poll by texting: ROBERTBERKMA243 to 37607
2. Take One Question poll at: PollEv.com/robertberkma243
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Inoculating Your Students – AND YOUR Institution 
AND Community…should we leave behind our 
LibGuides, Lesson Plans and Library Walls?
4Today’s Workshop
Part 1:  Where We‘ve Been/Where We Are Now
Part 2:  Background, Context & Definitions
Part 3:  Today‘s Challenge for Librarians
Part 4:  Lesson Plans and Beyond
Part 4:  Higher Missions, Ethics and Obligations
Part 5:  Challenges and Confronting Hurdles
5We Call it Fake News: What is 
that Anyway?  
FAKE NEWS
6Part 1. How We Got Here
7Popular Origins of the Term?
By the Fall of 2016 the Term had Evolved to Mean...
8Planted, Paid for False News
9And finally….
10
Efforts to Pin Down Fake News
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Is this Really a New Problem?
Vance Packards 
Seminal Work 
Propaganda on 
Roman Coins
To a “Post-Truth” Era?
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What’s Different Now? A LOT:
• Technological Advances and Changes
– Algorithms, AI, Machine Learning
• Google Substituting Machine Learning for Keyword 
Matching to Rank Results
– Intentional Design of Addictive Digital Technologies via 
Psychological Methods
– What is Next?  -- Hard to predict..one example..
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What’s Different Now? A LOT:
• Deep Fakes:
http://fortune.com/2018/09/11/deep-fakes-obama-video/
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And Social/Cultural Phenomena
– Clickbait and Attention Capturing Techniques
– Weaponized Information Used for Political Purposes
• NEW: Survey and Poll Manipulation; Attacks on Local 
Newspapers
– Election Tampering
– Reduced confidence in “the expert”
– Teens/Youth skeptical of ALL news and media
– Meme culture
– Rise of the prominence of the image, GIF and videos as 
purveyor of news and information
– What’s Next? Again…hard to predict…
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And What’s Next?....
16
Whither the Expert?
17
Trust in Media Drops Further
18
Seek and Ye Shall Certainly Find
“If a man is offered a fact which 
goes against his instincts, he will 
scrutinize it closely, and unless 
the evidence is overwhelming, 
he will refuse to believe it. If, on 
the other hand, he is offered 
something which affords a 
reason for acting in accordance 
to his instincts, he will accept it 
even on the slightest evidence.”  
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Why We Click and Share
20
A Post Fact Society Means…?
With increase political polarization, amplified by 
homophily—our preference to connect to people 
like us—and algorithmic recommender systems, 
we’re effectively constructing our own realities”—
Gilad Lotan, VP Data Science, BuzzFeed
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Information Tribalism?
…Each carefully crafted story on either side omitted important detail and context. When this happens 
constantly, on a daily basis, it systematically and deeply affects people’s perception of what is real…
-”Fake News is not the Only Problem,” Gilad Lotan.
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Libraries Taking Major Role
23
Libraries Taking Major Role
24
University of Rochester (1)
25
University of Rochester (2)
26
Instruction and Lesson Plans
27
Checklists
28
But There’s Lot of LibGuides
29
Why Us?
By the Providence Lithograph Company - http://thebiblerevival.com/clipart/1907/deut6.jpg, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7028410
30
In Librarians We Trust
31
With Creativity and Imagination 
You Can Expand Our Reach
• Both Within Your Organization:
• A credit bearing “stealth” information literacy course?
• Partner with other faculty: 
• Discover info literacy needs among non-academic units 
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With Creativity and Imagination 
You Can Expand Your Reach
Outside Your Organization: Consider perhaps
• Secondary Schools/Activities for Parents (Jenny Dale)
• Local Journalists
• Local Newspapers: letters to the editor; op-eds
• Public Broadcasting Stations
• Chambers of Commerce/Business Associations
• Non Library Professional Associations Regional Groups
• Regional Health Educational Organizations
• Community Workshops (Writers Groups, Continuing Ed., 
Adult Learning)
• Other???
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This Librarian Shared Advice 
in the Washington Post
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But It’s Here Where….
Theilr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/theilr/4035295287
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Beyond the Single Session
• A more sustainable solution
• Focus on one area perhaps that is “sustainable”?
• Perhaps: scientific consensus for non-scientists: What it 
is  and is not
The collective opinion and judgement of scientists in a particular field 
of study—general agreement; the theory has become fact; supported 
by overwhelming evidence, well accepted
It does evolve—around the edges usually.
When we talk about scientific consensus, we’re talking about an understanding that is thought 
to be so solid that it will require a whole slew of observations, measurements and experiments to 
have been grossly misinterpreted for this conclusion to have been reached incorrectly.” Ethan 
Siegel (Astrophysicist and Author)
OR: Provide “Common Ground” Publications to Regularly Read? Economist, Atlantic, NY 
Review of Books, etc/
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Beyond the Single Session
ACTIVITY 1
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Are We Up for This Challenge?
Some are not sure…:
“I strongly suspect we are quickly coming to the end of what 
the library, as library can do to productively engage with 
students looking for serious, coherent, and sustainable help 
with these matters…
…These issues are not ‘mere’ ones of handling information. 
They are cultural (e.g. historical, political, social, religious) 
issues and unless we are prepared, as a profession, to 
grapple with such larger matters, we are, in my view, close 
to a dead end.
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And there Are Constraints 
Beyond Our Control
• Little to no information literacy instruction in most US 
secondary school curricula 
• Your organization’s culture
• Capitalism-hyper capitalism
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So… this will take Confidence 
and some Leadership
– A leader has a vision
– Works with and inspires others 
– Thinks long range
– Conveys enthusiasm
– Acts
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Some Special Hurdles  
• Atypical
• Mindset
• Reluctance/Fear
• And finally, librarians must carry all the honorable but 
weighty baggage of being defined by: 
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Some Hurdles for Us
ACTIVITY 2
42
On the Positive Side….
• Librarians becoming more diverse 
• Much of what makes for a leader can be learned
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Wrapping Up
Final Activity
Optional: Share on this Google Doc:
(will make it available)
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Thank You!
Robert Berkman
Business Outreach Librarian, 
University of Rochester, NY
rberkman@library.rochester.edu
Editor, The Information Advisor’s Guide to Internet Research
Author: Find it Fast: Extracting Expert Information from Social Media, Big Data, Tweets and More (6th ed. 2015, CyberAge))
